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VERMONT  |  56-1102115  white
56-1102116  white/black
56-1102117  white/blue
56-1102118  white/red
56-1102119  white/green
56-1102120  white/orange
56-1102121  white/silver

Size: 14,7 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Plastic

Ballpoint pen VERMONT:

- coloured/shiny silver application at shaft end 

- writing length approx. 800 m

- blue ink

Comfortable 
writing leads to 
success
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VERMONT  |  56-1102122  black/silver
56-1102123  blue/silver
56-1102124  red/silver
56-1102125  green/silver
56-1102126  orange/silver

Size: 14,7 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Plastic

Ballpoint pen VERMONT:

- coloured/shiny silver application at shaft end

- writing length approx. 800 m

- blue ink

Colourful
writing ideas
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OREGON | 56-1102101 white/black
56-1102102 white/blue
56-1102103 white/light blue
56-1102104 white/red
56-1102105 white/green
56-1102106 white/orange
56-1102107 white/pink

Size: 14,2 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Plastic

Ballpoint pen OREGON: 

- with press mechanism 

- plastic shaft

- colourful accent behind the clip

- blue ink

For a colourful
workplace
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GENEVA | 56-1102094 silver/black
56-1102095 black
56-1102096 blue/black
56-1102097 red/black
56-1102098 green/black

Size: 14,2 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Aluminium / Plastic

Ballpoint pen GENEVA: 

- with press mechanism

- touchscreen tip on end of the shaft

- large refill

- writing length approx. 800 m

- blue ink

All-rounder
with soft skills
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SWAY LUX  |  56-1101555  silver
56-1101556  black
56-1101557  blue
56-1101558  red
56-1101559  green

Size: 14,1 cm

Packing: 50/1000 pieces

Material: Plastic / Metal

Ballpoint pen SWAY LUX: 

- twist mechanism

- white LED light to illuminate laser engraving

- touchscreen tip

- on/off switch for the LED light

- blue ink

Makes every
logo shine
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LUX TOUCH  |  56-1101547  silver
56-1101548  black
56-1101549  blue
56-1101550  red

Size: 15,3 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Plastic / Rubber

Ballpoint pen LUX TOUCH: 

- white LED light to enlighten a laser engraving

- touchscreen tip at shaft ending 

- refill with German ink 

- protection cap.

- blue ink

For a perfect
impression
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DOUBLE BAMBOO | 56-1102100

Size: Ø1,2 x 14 cm

Packing: 25/200 sets

Material: Bamboo / Metal

Writing set DOUBLE BAMBOO: 

- ballpoint pen with press mechanism and touchscreen tip 

- mechanical pencil

- both writing instruments with elegant bamboo shaft

- supplied in paper box with bamboo design

- blue ink 

Draw, paint, 
and sketch
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LUXMA | 56-1101689

Size: 17,8 x 6,7 x 3 cm

Packing: 25/50 sets

Material: Brass

Writing set LUXMA: 

- twist action ballpoint pen (blue ink) 

- cap and rollerball pen (black ink)

- with chrome base for brilliant engraving

- supplied in matching case

Sparkling 
writing ideas
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SMALL OFFICE  |  56-1101669  white
56-1101670  black

Size: 9,4 x 6 x 2,1 cm

Packing: 50/200 pieces

Material: Plastic / Steel

Mini office kit SMALL OFFICE:

- 1 stapler

- 20 paper clips 

- 2 document clips

- 500 staples

- in a useful container box 

Office to go
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BIG PEN  |  56-1101720

Size: Ø6,5 x 18,5 cm

Packing: 50 pieces

Material: Plastic

Pen holder BIG PEN: 

 shape of a pencil

 with 10 paper clips 

 integrated magnet in the lid

Well-organized
in your office
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BAMBOO NOTE  |  56-1103271

Size: 12 x 10,8 x 2,1 cm

Packing: 30/60 pieces

Material: Bamboo / Paper / Plastic

Memo box BAMBOO NOTE : 

 arrow-shaped labels in 3 colours

 2 adhesive memo pads in different colours 150 sheets each

 in a bamboo case made of recyclable materials

Keep 
everyone
posted
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Perfectly
prepared

PENZ  | 56-1103278  black
56-1103279  blue
56-1103280  red
56-1103281  green
56-1103282  orange

Size: 15,4 x 11,2 x 1,2 cm

Packing: 50/100 pieces

Material: Paper

Notebook PENZ:

 in a handy size with rounded corners

 incl. ballpoint pen made out of cardboard (black ink)

 elastic strap in matching colour

 70 pages, 70g/m²

 5 differently coloured self-adhesive labels – made of recyclable materials
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RULERZ  |  56-1103274  brown/black
56-1103275  brown/blue
56-1103276  brown/red
56-1103277  brown/green

Size: 21 x 15,8 x 1,1 cm

Packing: 25/50 pieces

Material: Paper

Notebook RULERZ:

 in DIN A5 size with rounded corners

 detachable ruler (cm and inch)

 elastic strap in matching colour

 70 pages, 70g/m²

 5 differently coloured self-adhesive labels – made of recyclable materials

Keep 
everything in 
mind
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WRITER  |  56-1103272

Size: 21 x 14,6 x 1,4 cm

Packing: 25/50 pieces

Material: Paper

Notebook WRITER :

 in DIN A5 size with rounded corners

 elastic strap to close and integrated bookmark

 surface in a noble canvas look

 80 pages, lined, 70g/m²

For important
notes
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WRITER  |  56-1103273

Size: 14,1 x 9 x 1,2 cm

Packing: 50/100 pieces

Material: Paper

Notebook WRITER:

 in DIN A6 size with rounded corners

 elastic strap to close and integrated bookmark

 surface in a noble canvas look

 80 pages, lined, 70g/m²

Memorizing and
noting
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

HIDE| 56-0402511  white
56-0402512  black
56-0402513  blue
56-0402514  red

Size: 4 x 1,6 x 0,15 cm

Packing: 1000/10000 pieces

Material: Plastic

Webcam cover HIDE: 

- with 2 adhesive strips on the back for fastening to the laptop

- easy opening and closing through side control

Protecting
the privacy
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

DATA  |  56-1107234

Size: 14 x 4,1 x 1,7 cm

Packing: 25/200 pieces

Material: Plastic

Charging cable DATA: 

- for charging of electronic devices, also suitable for data transfer

- USB adaptor to Type-C and Micro-USB adaptors (extendible)

- with cable reel (approx. 103 cm)

Well-wired and 
with high suction
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

IMAGINATION FLEX | 
56-1107370 black/white
56-1107371 black
56-1107372 black/blue
56-1107373 black/red
56-1107374 black/green

Size: 15 x 9 x 2,9/8 cm

Packing: 50/100 pieces

Material: Plastic / Silicone / Acrylic

Virtual-Reality glasses IMAGINATION FLEX: 

 to watch 360°-videos and 3D-movies or games (install compatible 
Cardboard app before)

 suitable for smartphones up to 12.5 cm screen diagonal

 clip to mount phone

 foldable with acrylic lenses

Digital trend
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

LISTEN & TALK  |  56-0406260  grey
56-0406261  black
56-0406262  blue
56-0406263  red
56-0406264  apple green

Size: 130 cm

Packing: 50/300 pieces

Material: Plastic / Silicone / Aluminium

In-Ear-Earphone LISTEN & TALK: 

 with integrated microphone and button for taking calls

 3,5 mm phone jack

 wire length approx. 120 cm

 in a plastic case with matching coloured cap and aluminium snap hook

Music from
the can
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

FRESH SOUND  |56-0406218  white
56-0406219  black

Size: Ø8,5 / 66,5 cm

Packing: 100/200 pieces

Material: Plastic / PVC

In-ear headphones FRESH SOUND : 

 Bluetooth version 4.0

 hands-free speakerphone with key to accept and end calls

 volume control

 USB charging cable with Micro-USB connector (length approx. 67 cm)

 rechargeable battery (capacity: approx. 70 mAh)

 capacity: approx. 70 mAh

 storage in colour-matching case with zipper, incl. mesh pocket for the 
charging cable

Optimal sound
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

RACER | 58-8106014 black/red
58-8106015 black/yellow

Size: 19-21 x 16,5 x 7 cm

Packing: 10/20 pieces

Material: Plastic

 Bluetooth headphones RACER: 

 with Bluetooth version 4.1 + EDR 

 padded ear pads and headband

 left ear pad with integrated operating function,

 with hands-free function, range: approx. 10 m, with integrated rechargeable 
battery, capacity: approx. 300 mAh, runtime: approx. 4-6 hours, including 
USB charging cable

Wireless ear
candy
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

CHOIR  |  56-0406220

Size: Ø3,1-8 x 25 cm

Packing: 10/20 pieces

Material: Plastic / Metal

Bluetooth karaoke microphone CHOIR : 

 Bluetooth version 3.0

 colour-changing LED light

 music output: 3 Watt 

 slot for microSD card

 frequency range: 20 Hz - 20 KHz

 rechargeable battery (capacity: 2200 mAh)

 USB charging cable (length: approx. 31 cm)

 charging time: approx. 4 h

 switchable echo effect, suitable for many current
karaoke apps

Not only for 
singing talents
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

WONDER BALL MINI | 56-0406247

Size: Ø10 x 9,5 cm

Packing: 10/40 pieces

Material: Plastic

Speaker WONDER BALL MINI : 

 colour-changing light during playbackmusic output: 3 Watt

 Bluetooth version 4.0, to be paired with Bluetooth-enabled devices, range: 
approx. 10 m, can be connected to other external devices through 3.5 mm 
line-in audio jack

 slot for Micro-SD cards

 with hands-free function, frequency range: 20 Hz - 20 KHz

 rechargeable battery, capacity: approx. 400 mAh, runtime: approx. 4 h

 USB charging cable with Micro-USB connector

 touch control keys on top, power switch

 non-slip coating on the bottom

Listen and
enjoy
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

NEW LIBERTY  |  56-0406270  black
56-0406271  grey
56-0406272  blue
56-0406273  red
56-0406274  green
56-0406275  orange

Size: Ø5,8 x 5 cm

Packing: 25/50 pieces

Material: Plastic

Bluetooth speaker NEW LIBERTY: 

- music output 3 Watt 

- with Bluetooth version 4.1 

- slot for micro SD card, incl. charging cable (from USB to Mini-USB and 3.5 
mm line in connector) 

- plays MP3, with hands-free communication 

- with FM radio function, integrated rechargeable battery with 450 mAh, run 
time: approx. 5 h, recharge time: approx. 2 h, approx. 10 m range 

- non-slip base for a secure hold

Perfect sound
to go
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

MESHES  |  58-8106016  black
58-8106017  black/grey
58-8106018  black/beige

Size: 11,2 x 4,1 x 8,3 cm

Packing: 10/40 pieces

Material: Plastic / Polyester

Bluetooth speaker MESHES: 

 music output 3 Watt

 with Bluetooth version 4.0

 Bluetooth MP3 player MP3s are played via slot for the microSD card or from 
a flash drive (card and flash drive excl.), input power: 5V/0,5A, FM radio, 
high-performance rechargeable battery, capacity: 300 mAh, incl. USB cable 
with Micro-USB and line-in connector (3.5 mm audio jack), runtime: approx. 
3-4 h, charging time: approx. 4 h, operating keys on the top, on/off switch 
at the back, non-slip feet

Best sound in 
dazzling optics
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

UFO  |  58-8106019  silver
58-8106020  black
58-8106021  blue

Size: Ø7 x 4,2 cm

Packing: 50/100 pieces

Material: Aluminium / Plastic

Bluetooth speaker UFO:

 music output 3 Watt 

 with Bluetooth version 2.1 + EDR, approx. 10 m range, to be paired with
smartphone, Bluetooth MP3 player, tablet, etc.

 incl. charging cable, slot for microSD card

 FM radio

 hands-free communication, input power: 5V/0.5 A

 integrated rechargeable battery with 400 mAh

 non-slip coating on the base

Spherical
sound variety
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

CLIP  |  56-1107230

Size: 9,9 x 5 x 1,4 cm

Packing: 50/100 pieces

Material: Aluminium / Plastic

Powerbank CLIP:

 the perfect energy backup on the go: suitable for smartphones and USB 
devices 

 incl. USB cable with Micro-USB connector (length: approx. 32 cm) 

 high-performance lithium-ion battery, capacity: 3,000 mAh

 with integrated charge indicator, input power: 5V/1A, output power: 
5V/1A

 with a robust fastening clip on the back

Power to go
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

SILICON VALLEY  | 56-1107238 white/grey
56-1107239 white/blue
56-1107240 white/red

Size: 14,5 x 7,3 x 1,5 cm

Packing: 20/40 pieces

Material: Plastic / Silicone

Powerbank SILICON VALLEY: 

- suitable for smartphones and USB devices 

- incl. USB cable with Micro-USB connector (length: approx. 32 cm) 

- integrated charge level indicator 

- on-off switch 

- high-performance battery, capacity: 10,000 mAh

- 2 USB connectors, input power: 5V/1A, output power: 5V/1A and 5V/2A

Double power
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

INDUCTION  |  56-1107243

Size: Ø10 x 1 cm

Packing: 25/100 pieces

Material: Plastic

Wireless charging station INDUCTION

 wireless charging of the device by touching it to the contact 
surface (the device has to be equipped for inductive charging) 

 USB cable with Micro-USB connector (length approx. 70 cm) 

 red LED light in the centre indicates operational availability 

 transparent ring glows blue during the charging process 

 input power: 5V/2A, output power: 5V/1.5A 

 rubber feet on the lower and a rubber ring on the upper side see 
to a secure hold.

Just charge it!
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

INDICATOR  |  58-8105016  silver
58-8105017  black

Size: 16,2 x 7,8 cm

Packing: 25/50 pieces

Material: Aluminium / Plastic

Powerbank INDICATOR:

 suitable for smartphones, and USB devices 

 incl. USB cable with Micro-USB connector (length: approx. 30 cm) 

 input and output power: 5V/1A 

 high-performance lithium-ion battery, capacity: 10,000 mAh

 with charge indicator in percent

Keep the power
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

CONTACT  |  58-8105018

Size: 13,5 x 7,3 x 2 cm

Packing: 20/40 pieces

Material: Plastic

Powerbank CONTACT: 

- suitable for smartphones and USB devices 

- wireless charging of the device by touching it to the contact surface (the 
device has to be equipped for inductive charging) 

- powerbank can also be charged wirelessly by touching the back to the top of 
a suitable charging station (charging station excl., see also item no.  56-
1107243) 

- incl. USB cable with Micro-USB connector (length: approx. 50 cm) 

- socket for USB Type-C 

- integrated charge level indicator and operation indicator 

- on-off switch 

- input power: 5V/2A (USB), 5V/750 mA (wireless), output power: 5V/2.1A 
(USB), 5V/1A (wireless), capacity: 10,000 mAh

Charge 
wirelessly
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ELECTRONICS & CLOCKS

FREE DRIVE  |  58-8106022

Size: 10 x 5,9 x 1,5 cm

Packing: 40/80 pieces

Material: Plastic

Bluetooth hands-free equipment FREE DRIVE:

 Bluetooth version 4.0, range: approx. 10 m 

 high-performance rechargeable battery, Micro-USB connector with vehicle 
adaptor (length: approx. 49 cm)

 capacity: 750 mAh, charging time: approx. 2.5 h 

 voice communication up to 17 h, stand-by up to 1,000 h 

 volume control 

 magnetic metal clip for fastening on the sun visor 

 incl. instruction manual, simultaneous connection with 
two devices possible

For more 
comfort while 
talking
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KEY RINGS & WALLETS

LOCK UP | 56-0402496 silver
56-0402497 black

Size: 9 x 5,8 x 0,1 cm

Packing: 100/400 pieces

Material: Aluminium

Card protection sleeve LOCK UP: 

 with RFID shield to impede unwanted scanning

 connected with a black rubber band

 for up to 12 cards

Perfect protector 
for payment 
cards
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KEY RINGS & WALLETS

ARCHED  | 56-0402507  white
56-0402508  black
56-0402509  blue
56-0402510  red

Size: 10 x 6,2 x 0,5 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Plastic

Credit card sleeve ARCHED: 

 Curved shape for carrying in the pocket

 for 1 embossed credit card or 2 cards without embossing

 with exposed advertisement space 

 made of robust duroplastic plastics

 perfect protection for payment cards, credit cards, Ids, tickets etc.

Perfectly
pocket-sized
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KEY RINGS & WALLETS

LADY | 56-0404432

Size: 19 x 10,5 x 2 cm

Packing: 10/40 pieces

Material: Leather

Genuine leather purse LADY: 

 with zipper

 12 slip-in pockets for cards with RFID blocker to protect from unwanted 
scanning

 2 pockets for banknotes

 1 pocket with zipper for coins

This pays off
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

DELICIOUS  |   56-0306024  white/blue
56-0306025  white/red

Size: 18,8 x 19,5 x 6,4 cm

Packing: 18/36 pieces

Material: Plastic / Silicone

Lunch box DELICIOUS: 

 with separate compartment (approx. 400 ml)

 incl. plastic fork

 total capacity approx. 1,000 ml

 incl. air inlet in the lid

 suitable for dishwashers and microwaves

Keeping the
right position
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

WOODEN EDGE  |  56-0308300

Size: 20 x 13 x 1 cm

Packing: 60 pieces

Material: Wood

Cutting board WOODEN EDGE: 

 made of natural wood 

 Made in Europe

Back to nature
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

WOODEN HEART  |  56-0308301

Size: 16,5 x 16 x 0,8 cm

Packing: 80 pieces

Material: Wood

Cutting board WOODEN HEART: 

 made of natural wood

 with a practical  waste drain along the edge 

 Made in Europe

Right from
the heart
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

WOODEN PIGGY  |  56-0308302

Size: 34 x 20 x 0,8 cm

Packing: 40 pieces

Material: Wood

Cutting board WOODEN PIGGY: 

 made of natural wood

 with a practical waste drain along the edge 

 Made in Europe

For a good
mood in the
morning
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

FRESCO | 56-0301127

Size: 24,4 x 15,2 x 1,1  cm

Packing: 20/40 pieces

Material: Bamboo / Stainless Steel

Cheese set FRESCO 3pcs:

- cheese knife

- cheese slicer

- bamboo cutting board

For perfect
cuts
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

KNACK | 56-0301199

Size: 24 x 17 x 2 cm

Packing: 20/40 pieces

Material: Bamboo / Zinc Alloy

Nutcracker set KNACK: 

 bamboo bowl with hollow for the metal nutcracker

Crispy fun
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

TOGETHER | 56-0499104 white
56-0499105 black
56-0499106 blue
56-0499107 light blue
56-0499108 red
56-0499109 apple green

Size: 8,2 x 8,2 cm

Packing: 100/400 pieces

Material: Plastic / Steel / EVA

Coaster TOGETHER: 

 integrated bottle opener

 non-slip coating at bottom 

 large area for advertisement

Trendy 
combination
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

SPINNER  | 56-0499110  white
56-0499111  black
56-0499112  blue
56-0499113  red

Size: 8,5 x 3,5 x 1,2 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Plastic / Metal

Bottle opener SPINNER: 

 integrated fidget spinner

Perfect
combination
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

DRINK ELEGANT  |  56-0304345

Size: Ø0,6 x 21,5 cm

Packing: 50/200 pieces

Material: Stainless Steel / Cotton

Stainless steel straw DRINK ELEGANT: 

 incl. brush for easy cleaning

 in environmentally friendly cotton  bag

Sustainable
enjoyment
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

SAVOUR   | 56-0301428

Size: 16 x 14 x 5 cm

Packing: 20/40 pieces

Material: Stainless Steel / Zinc Alloy / EVA

Wine set SAVOUR:

 4 pcs: 

 consists of waiter´s knife, wine ring, metal nozzle, and a bottle stopper

 in a gift box

For wine
lovers
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

PINATUBO | 56-0411023 white
56-0411024 black

Size: 25,5 x 4,6 x 2,6 cm

Packing: 100 pieces

Material: Plastic / Steel

Stick lighter PINATUBO: 

 with safety button

 small control wheel to adjust the flame size

 window to check the content

 filled with gas and refillable

Bright idea
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

JETSET | 58-8043002

Size: 6,5 x 2,8 x 1,6 cm

Packing: 100 pieces

Material: Zinc Alloy

Metal lighter JETSET: 

 with green turbo flame

 filled with gas and refillable

 in a gift box

Fits in every
handbag
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HOUSEHOLD & WELLBEING

NICE  |  56-0405219  white
56-0405220  blue

Size: 7 x 6,6 x 1,7 cm

Packing: 50/300 pieces

Material: Plastic

Sewing kit NICE: 

 consists of 2 shirt buttons

 2 press buttons

 3 sewing needles

 3 fixing pins, safety pin, forceps, scissors, lacing aid and 6-coloured cotton 
sewing-yarn

Perfectly
sewed
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

SMART BIT  |  56-0399020

Size: 9 x 2,2 x 1,5 cm

Packing: 50/200 pieces

Material: Plastic / Carbon Steel

Mini tool set SMART BIT: 

 screwdriver in plastic casing with grip hole

 with 4 different bits (slot and cross)

 bits are attached to tip via magnet

Always at 
hand
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

HOME IMPROVEMENT | 56-0403270 grey
56-0403272 blue
56-0403274 red

Size: 6,2 x 5,8 x 2,1 cm / 3m

Packing: 20/120 pieces

Material: Plastic / Steel

Measuring tape HOME IMPROVEMENT : 

 retractable

 automatic stopper

 belt clip on the back side

 carrying loop

 3m

The right
measure
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

HOME IMPROVEMENT | 56-0403271 grey
56-0403273 blue
56-0403275 red

Size: 6,8 x 6,4 x 2,4 cm / 5m

Packing: 20/80 pieces

Material: Plastic / Steel

Measuring tape HOME IMPROVEMENT : 

 Retractable

 automatic stopper

 belt clip on the back side

 carrying loop

 5m

Colourful
Helpers
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

ICED | 56-0407087 white
56-0407088 black
56-0407089 blue
56-0407090 red

Size: 25,7 x 9,7 x 1,9 cm

Packing: 50/100 pieces

Material: Plastic / Stainless Steel

Ice scraper ICED: 

 with integrated light (3 LED)

 integrated belt cutter and emergency hammer

 wide and robust plastic handle with large advertising area

Ice Age may
come
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

SWITCH IT  |  56-0403123  white

Size: 8 x 9 x 2 cm

Packing: 50/200 pieces

Material: Plastic

LED light SWITCH IT: 

 12 powerful COB-LED

 multiple fastening opportunities: with a magnet, 2 adhesive pads, and a 
suspension eyelet on the back side

 battery operated

As bright
as it can be
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

CAP CLIP  | 56-0403182  black
56-0403183  blue
56-0403184  red

Size: 5,5 x 5,4 x 1,3 cm

Packing: 50/250 pieces

Material: Plastic

COB light CAP CLIP: 

 for baseball caps and peaked caps

 to be attached to the visor, also suitable for fastening to belt or clothes

 batteries 3 x LR44 (incl.)

Perfect visibility
conditions
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

STARLIGHT  |  56-0403185  black
56-0403186  blue
56-0403187  red

Size: 16 x 2,7 x 1,9 cm

Packing: 100/200 pieces

Material: Plastic

LED working lamp STARLIGHT: 

 Lamp with lucid COB-light

 on/off button

 magnet at the rear to fix it

 battery 3 x AAA (excl.)

Terrific
illumination
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

FLASH ON  |  56-0699980  black
56-0699981  blue
56-0699982  red

Size: Ø6,8 x 9,7 cm

Packing: 30/60 pieces

Material: Plastic

COB camping light FLASH ON: 

 3 bright COB light strips

 light is turned on by pulling apart the lamp

 2 fold-out carrying handles for hanging

Enlightening
the moment
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

OLD WESTERN | 56-0699986

Size: Ø9,5 x 12,4 x 22,5 cm

Packing: 15/30 pieces

Material: Iron / Glass

LED lantern OLD WESTERN: 

 with 12 LED lamps and glass body

 brightness freely adjustable

 two mounting options: fold-out carrying handles and hanger

 battery operated

The light in the 
darkness
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

FRESH LIGHT  |  58-8116004

Size: 13,5 x 12 x 24,5-48 cm

Packing: 6/12 pieces

Material: Plastic

Battery lamp with fan FRESH LIGHT: 

 flexible neck with 16 LED

 on/off per fingertip

 dim function per longer touch

 integrated fan with separate touch sensor

 power supply via USB wire (length approx. 100 cm)

 versatile applicable due to integrated battery with 1.200 mAh

Bright lights
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TOOLS & LIGHTS

DIFFUSOR  |  58-8116005

Size: Ø8,4 x 14 cm

Packing: 40 pieces

Material: Plastic / Aluminium

Night light DIFFUSOR:

 3 warm-white LED

 white lamp shade

 integrated and removable torch light

 on/off button

 3 x AAA battery (excl.)

Well-equipped
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UMBRELLAS & PARASOLS

POCKET | 56-0101051 royal blue
56-0101052 red
56-0101053 green
56-0101054 grey

Size: Ø85 cm

Packing: 12/48 pieces

Material: 164g Aluminium / Fibreglass / 
Polyester

Aluminium mini pocket umbrella POCKET:

 with EVA pouch

 164g light weight framework

 5 section aluminium shaft with aluminium ribs

 fibreglass ends and metal tips

 colour-matching rubber-coated handle with a polyester pongee canopy

Small and
handy
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UMBRELLAS & PARASOLS

PICOBELLO  | 56-0101230  navy blue
56-0101231  black
56-0101232  white
56-0101233  blue
56-0101234  red
56-0101235  grey
56-0101236  yellow
56-0101237  light green
56-0101238  dark pink
56-0101239  light lilac
56-0101240  turquoise

Size: Ø96 cm

Packing: 12/60 pieces

Material: Metal / Polyester

Pocket umbrella PICOBELLO:

 with a 3 piece metal shaft

 metal ribs

 black plastic handle and a polyester canopy

 closure with Velcro

Small and
colourful
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UMBRELLAS & PARASOLS

CANCAN   | 56-0103350 black/blue
56-0103351 black/red
56-0103352 black/white
56-0103353 black/yellow
56-0103354 black/green

Size: Ø103 cm

Packing: 12/36 pieces

Material: Metal / Fibreglass / Polyester

Automatic stick umbrella CANCAN:

 metal shaft and colour-coordinated fibreglass ribs

 with metal tips

 rubberised crook handle

 with colour-coordinated automatic release buttonpolyester pongee canopy

 closure with Velcro

Weatherproof
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UMBRELLAS & PARASOLS

LIMBO  | 56-0103360  navy blue
56-0103361  black
56-0103362  white
56-0103363  blue
56-0103364  red
56-0103365  green
56-0103366  orange
56-0103367  yellow
56-0103368  light green
56-0103369  rainbow

Size: Ø103 cm

Packing: 12/48 pieces

Material: Metal / Polyester

Automatic stick umbrella LIMBO: 

 metal shaft and ribs

 colour-matching plastic tips

 handle with wooden appearance

 polyester canopy

 closure with Velcro

Colourful in 
all weathers
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TEXTILES

COOL DANCE | 56-0701970  white
56-0701971  black
56-0701972  red
56-0701973  yellow
56-0701974  apple green
56-0701975  orange
56-0701976  magenta
56-0701977  blue

Size: Size 58

Packing: 50/200 pieces

Material: Polyester

Leisure hat COOL DANCE: 

 breathable material

 ribbon not included

A stylish

appereance
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TEXTILES

PUT AROUND | 56-0701968 white
56-0701969 black

Size: 59 x 2,5 cm

Packing: 1.000 / 20.000 pieces

Material: Polyester

Hat ribbon PUT AROUND: 

 made of elastic polyester

 suitable for the hat COOL DANCE

The hatband
for you
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TRAVEL & BAGS

SUBURB  | 56-0819597  white
56-0819598  black

Size: approx. 37 x 41 cm

Packing: 100/200 pieces

Material: Cotton

Drawstring bag SUBURB: 

 with 2 carrying string

 can be carried over the shoulder or as backpack

For every
day
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TRAVEL & BAGS

DANNY  |  56-0819620  black/grey
56-0819621  dark blue/grey
56-0819622  red/grey
56-0819623  blue/grey
56-0819624  apple green/grey
56-0819625  orange/grey

Size: approx. 24 x 13,5 x 40,5 cm

Packing: 50 pieces

Material: 600D / 600D Polyester

Backpack DANNY: 

 front pocket with vertical zipper

 zipped main compartment

 padded shoulder straps and back area – light lifestyle backpack for many 
occasions

A light-weight
champion
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TRAVEL & BAGS

DONEGAL | 56-0819616

Size: approx. 29 x 19 x 42,5 cm

Packing: 20 pieces

Material: 600D Polyester

Rucksack DONEGAL: 

 vertical zipped compartment on the front pocket

 1 spacious main compartment and 1 padded laptop compartment inside

 carrying handle 

 padded shoulder straps and back support

The perfect
backing
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TRAVEL & BAGS

DONEGAL S | 56-0819617

Size: approx. 28 x 12 x 41 cm

Packing: 20 pieces

Material: 600D Polyester

Rucksack DONEGAL S:

 main compartment with draw string 

 2 snap hooks 

 inside 1 padded laptop compartment 

 2 zipped pockets on the side 

 carrying handle 

 padded shoulder straps and back support

Practical, 
spacious and 
very tough
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TRAVEL & BAGS

DONEGAL | 56-0814578

Size: approx. 38 x 11,5 x 29 cm

Packing: 20 pieces

Material: 600D Polyester

Shoulder bag DONEGAL:

 flap with Velcro fastener 

 organiser

 spacious main compartment and 1 padded laptop compartment 

 2 mesh pockets on the side 

 adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad

Organised
companion
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TRAVEL & BAGS

DONEGAL | 56-0808562

Size: approx. 52 x 23,5 x 29 cm

Packing: 20 pieces

Material: 600D Polyester

Sports bag DONEGAL:

 with reporter function 

 zipped front pocket 

 spacious main compartment 

 1 zipped pocket on the side 

 adjustable and removable shoulder strap with pad 

 carrying handles

Sportive and
elegant
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TRAVEL & BAGS

FUN  |  56-0808563  grey/black
56-0808564  dark blue/light blue
56-0808565  red/orange
56-0808566  light blue/dark blue

Size: approx. 50 x 23,5 x 31 cm

Packing: 20 pieces

Material: 600D Polyester

Sports bag FUN :

 front pocket with vertical zipper 

 spacious main compartment 

 2 comfortable carrying handles 

 adjustable padded shoulder strap – interesting artificial leather 
applications

Sporty
to go
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TRAVEL & BAGS

JUIST  |  56-0820566  beige/black
56-0820567  beige/blue
56-0820568  beige/red
56-0820569  beige/grey
56-0820570  beige/yellow

Size: approx. 50 x 19 x 38,5 / 53,5 cm

Packing: 30 pieces

Material: 300D Polyester

Beach bag JUIST :

 spacious zipped main compartment 

 2 comfortable carrying handles 

 adjustable and detachable shoulder strap 

 volume of the bag can be reduced by approx. 25 % by folding the top 
part and attaching it with a magnetic catch

Fashionable 
beach
companion
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TRAVEL & BAGS

TOKYO  | 56-0204470

Size: approx. 55 x 38 x 20 cm

Packing: 1 piece

Material: ABS

Trolley cabin case TOKYO:

 zipped front compartment for direct access to slip-in pocket (suitable for
notebook / tablet PC / iPad) 

 incl. organiser

 main compartment with cross-ribbons and large zipped mesh pocket

 lockable telescopic trolley system

 4 easy-running wheel with 360° turning

 carrying handle, and combination lock

Racy travel
companions
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TRAVEL & BAGS

LONDON 2.0  |  56-2202508

Size: approx. 46 x 40 x 20 cm / 2,8 kg / 30 L

Packing: 1 piece

Material: robust ABS / polycarbonate material mix

Cabin Case LONDON 2.0

 exclusive equipment and design 

 packing on both levels with packing straps 

 removable organizer, suitable for documents, files and notebooks up to 
17“ 

 good quality lockable aluminium trolley system 

 twin wheels- 360° degree turning 

 incl. TSA-3-digit combination lock

Travelling
in style
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TRAVEL & BAGS

METROPOLITAN |  56-2210690

Size: approx. 54 x 40 x 20 cm / 2,6 kg / 35 L
approx. 69 x 45 x 26 cm / 3,8 kg / 64 L
approx. 79 x 52 x 27 cm / 4,6 kg / 94 L

Packing: 1 set

Material: robust ABS / polycarbonate material mix

Trolley-Set METROPOLITAN, 3-piece:

 exclusive motive 

 good quality lockable trolley system 

 packing on both levels main compartment with divider 

 mesh-net pocket and packing strap 

 twin wheels- 360° degree turning 

 incl. TSA-3-digit combination lock

I'm at home in 
the cities of the 
world
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

HUNTSMAN | 56-0301139

Size: 15,5 x 7,2 x 3,4 cm

Packing: 10/40 pieces

Material: Wood / Stainless Steel

Jackknife HUNTSMAN:

 wide stainless steel blade 

 wooden decorations on handle 

 with belt clip 

 in wooden case

Tools in your
pocket
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

STRONG HELPER | 56-0301140 black
56-0301141 silver
56-0301142 blue
56-0301143 red

Size: 9,5 x 3,5 x 1,5 cm

Packing: 25/100 pieces

Material: Aluminium / Stainless Steel

Pocket knife STRONG HELPER , 12 pcs :

 with knife, saw, scissors 

 can opener, cork screw, bottle opener

 and slotted screwdriver, cross-head screwdriver

 punch and reamer, sewing awl, scaler, nail file, and carabiner

Pocket-sized
all-rounder
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

ROBUSTA | 56-0304178 black
56-0304179 white

Size: Ø7 x 26 cm

Packing: 28 pieces

Material: Stainless Steel

Double-walled vacuum flask ROBUSTA :

 ideal for hot and cold drinks 

 inside and outside made of stainless steel 

 spout and screw cap inside 

 push button with coloured features and secure lid 

 capacity approx. 0.5 litres

Push and
enjoy
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

LIBERICA  | 56-0304216  silver/grey
56-0304217  silver/blue
56-0304218  silver/red
56-0304219  silver/green

Size: Ø8 x 19 cm / 400 ml

Packing: 28 pieces

Material: Stainless Steel / Silicone / Plastic

Double-walled travel mug LIBERICA :

 inside and outside made of stainless steel 

 lid with secure screw cap and integrated fold-out drinking opening

 colourful decorations 

 capacity approx. 400 ml

Hot travel
companions
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

LUCARA  | 56-0304220

Size: Ø7 x 16,5 cm / 300 ml

Packing: 48 pieces

Material: Stainless Steel / Plastic

Double-walled travel mug LUCARA :

 outside made of stainless steel 

 inside made of plastic 

 lid with secure screw cap and integrated fold-out drinking opening 

 rubberized base for good surface adhesion 

 capacity approx. 300 ml

For coffee
and tea
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

REFRESHER  |  56-0304225  white/black
56-0304226  white/blue
56-0304227  white/red
56-0304228  white/green
56-0304229  white/orange

Size: Ø8,7 x 12,5 cm

Packing: 40 pieces

Material: Plastic / Silicone

Drinking cup REFRESHER :

 removable coloured lid with integrated drinking opening 

 coloured rubberized silicone sleeve for best grip 

 capacity approx. 400 ml

Stay
hydrated
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

SWISH | 56-0403154

Size: 12 x 3,2 x 2,4 cm

Packing: 50/500 pieces

Material: Plastic

Bicycle spoke light SWISH:

 orange LED light 

 with 3 light modes (steady, fast-flashing, and slow-flashing light) – ideal 
addition to spoke reflectors

Safe trough
the traffic
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

SMART TRIP  |  56-0604039

Size: 36 x 22 x 12 cm

Packing: 12 pieces

Material: Polyester / Metal / Plastic

Picnic backpack SMART TRIP:

- for 2 persons: incl. cutlery with white plastic handles 

- plastic dishes and wine glasses 

- napkins, front compartment with zipper 

- carrying handle 

- padded shoulder straps

Quality time
for two
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

BBQ SEASON|  56-0604070  black
56-0604071 black/red

Size: Ø36 x 52 cm

Packing: 1 piece

Material: Carbon Steel

Kettle grill BBQ SEASON : 

- metal body with a vent window and 2 lateral air holes 

- lid with handle 

- 1 removable cooking grate approx. Ø 34 cm 

- in addition 1 small cooking grate  and 1 separate grate as a tray for the 
finished goods 

- 4 fold-out feet 

- arched carrying handle for a secure closure

Globated
barbecue-fun
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

KICK AROUND  | 56-0605036 white/black
56-0605037 white/blue
56-0605038 white/red

Size: Size 5

Packing: 50 pieces

Material: PVC

Football KICK AROUND:

 single-layered with 32 segments 

 size 5 

 PVC in glossy effect 

 weight: 260-280 gram

This hits the goal
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

PROMOTION CUP| 56-0605039

Size: Size 5

Packing: 50 pieces

Material: PVC

Football PROMOTION CUP:

 single-layered with 32 segments 

 size 5 

 PVC in glossy effect 

 weight: 330-340 gram

Just for winners
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

CHILLING  | 56-0605070  green
56-0605071  blue
56-0605072  black

Size: 79 x 29 / Ø6,5 x 17 cm

Packing: 50/100 pieces

Material: Polyester / Plastic

Cooling towel CHILLING:

 in a transparent can 

 integrated sun protection factor 

 for a long-lasting cooling effect moisturize the towel with water and fling 
it or add water to the can and shake it thoroughly 

 lid with a black carabiner - ideal for fitness and sports activities

The chilling
effect
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

CONDITION |  56-0605080  light blue
56-0605081  light green
56-0605082  magenta

Size: approx. 80 x 40 / 13 x 15 cm

Packing: 50/200 pieces

Material: Polyester / Polyamide

Microfibre towel CONDITION:

 highly absorbent and fast drying 

 with soft texture 

 in colour-matching mesh bag with draw sting and plastic stopper 

 with grey mesh inlet at the bottom that is permeable to air

For the

sporty ones
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OUTDOOR & SPORT

FRESHNESS |  56-0605084  grey
56-0605085  blue
56-0605086  magenta
56-0605087  light green
56-0605088  orange

Size: approx. 140 x 70 cm

Packing: 50 pieces

Material: Polyester / Polyamide

Microfibre towel FRESHNESS:

 highly absorbent and fast drying 

 with soft texture 

 in colour-matching mesh bag with draw sting and plastic stopper

Travelling with
convenience
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FUN & FAMILY

COLOURED TIME  |  56-0501025

Size: 19,5 x 6 x 20,5 cm

Packing: 12/48 pieces

Material: Wood

Learning and playing clock COLOURED TIME:

 for playful learning of the time 

 with moveable watch hands 

 made out of wood

Learn
playfully
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FUN & FAMILY

ROUND DEXTERITY | 56-0501028

Size: 5 x 5 x 9,5 cm

Packing: 20/80 pieces

Material: Wood

Puzzle ball ROUND DEXTERITY:

 consists of 6 wooden puzzle pieces 

 incl. wooden stand and instructions

Tricky 
puzzle fun
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FUN & FAMILY

BRAIN POWER | 56-0501029

Size: 17,4 x 6,8 x 5,5 cm

Packing: 12/48 pieces

Material: Wood / Plastic

Puzzle game set BRAIN POWER: 

 consists of 3 different skill games 

 incl. game instructions and wooden box

For people of 
every age
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FUN & FAMILY

EDITA  |  56-0502248

Size: approx. 20 x 7,5 x 17 cm

Packing: 100 pieces

Material: Polyester

Plush cow EDITA:

 with soft fur and blue cloth (packed separately) to print on

Just 
adorable
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FUN & FAMILY

EDDY  |  56-0502249

Size: approx. 22 x 12 x 18 cm

Packing: 100 pieces

Material: Polyester

Plush elk EDDY:

 with soft fur and red cloth (packed separately) to print on

Soft and
nice
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FUN & FAMILY

JERRIE  |  56-0502250

Size: approx. 12 x 18 cm

Packing: 100 pieces

Material: Polyester

Plush monkey JERRI:

 with soft fur 

 in sitting position 

 with heart to print on

Neat monkey
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FUN & FAMILY

LILLY  |  56-0502251

Size: approx. 18 x 10,5 x 21,5 cm

Packing: 100 pieces

Material: Polyester

Plush unicorn LILLY:

 standing up 

 with soft fur and a heart to print on

The unicorns
are coming!
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FUN & FAMILY

COLOURFUL BOOK  |  56-0504112

Size: 21 x 15 x 2 cm

Packing: 20/40 pieces

Material: Wood / Paper

Colouring set COLOURFUL BOOK:

 incl. 10 colouring sheets with various designs to colour in 

 40 blank sheets 

 12 sharpened colouring pencils 

 in gift box with window

Time to show 
your colours
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FUN & FAMILY

COLOURFUL HOBBY  |  56-0504113

Size: approx. 29 x 25,5 x 0,7 cm

Packing: 100/200 pieces

Material: Polyester

Backpack for colouring COLOURFUL HOBBY:

 backpack with carrying handles 

 with printed design and 4 felt-tip pens to colour in

Transport 
creativity in 
your pocket
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FUN & FAMILY

OCEAN  |  56-0602144  white/blue
56-0602145  white/red
56-0602146  white/green
56-0602147  white/orange
56-0602148  white/yellow
56-0602149  rainbow

Size: approx. Ø26 cm

Packing: 100/200 pieces

Material: 0,16 mm PVC, Phthalate free

Beach ball OCEAN:

 6 segments 

 15 inch deflated

For a nice day 
at the beach
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FUN & FAMILY

ARTISTIC  |  56-0606009

Size: 50 x 39 cm

Packing: 100/200 pieces

Material: Polyester

Kite to colour in ARTISTIC:

 with designs to colour in 

 incl. 4 differently coloured felt-tip pens

For creative
high flyers
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FUN & FAMILY

FLY AWAY|  56-0606160  black
56-0606161  white
56-0606162  blue
56-0606163  red
56-0606164  green
56-0606165  orange

Size: Ø22 x 2,5 cm

Packing: 100 pieces

Material: Plastic

Flying disc FLY AROUND: 

- with a ring structure and exposed advertising space

- Made in Europe

Let it fly!
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FUN & FAMILY

FRIDGET  | 56-1000020  black
56-1000021  blue
56-1000022  red
56-1000023  light green

Size: 40 x 30 cm

Packing: 20 pieces

Material: Polyester

Universal cooling mat FRIDGET:

 immediate cooling effect without electricity or water

Instant 
cooling


